PLANNING INSIGHTS

Guide to Giving:
Effective Philanthropy During the COVID-19 Pandemic
The COVID-19 pandemic has created a worldwide crisis of a
magnitude few have ever known. Globally, medical, educational
and economic systems are being tested as they reach their
maximum capacities. The role of philanthropy has never been
more important, and donors, both experienced and new, are looking
for ways to give quickly and effectively for the greater good.
As this pandemic unfolds at an unprecedented pace, it presents
critical questions for donors. How can you contribute and
connect with those doing the most good? Are there aspects of
the crisis you haven’t considered but perhaps should?
This guide serves as a holistic framework to help donors think
through key choices—considering the whole ecosystem of
resources needed today and later on. These best practices
and resources draw on the work of clients, experts in the
nonprofit sector, our long experience in philanthropic advisory
and JPMorgan Chase’s own US$50 million global philanthropic
commitment to address the challenges of COVID-19. The
pandemic response presents a range of opportunities in
which to invest, from the initial healthcare needs of the most
vulnerable and marginalized to a comprehensive set of longerterm systemic issues.

STARTING WITH WHO YOU KNOW
The nonprofit organizations you already give to are likely to be
challenged to an unprecedented degree—especially hospitals,
organizations providing essential services or those serving people
who live paycheck to paycheck. Other vulnerable populations
include people who have lost their incomes, older adults, small
businesses, and cultural and arts institutions now losing revenue.

The coronavirus will also significantly impact low- and middleincome countries where health systems were already stretched too
thin. Every community will have different needs.
As you consider getting involved to support organizations affected
by and responding to the COVID-19 pandemic, assess how they
are functioning, what they need and how the relationship might
evolve. In a fluid environment, communication is more important
than ever. If they haven’t called you, reach out proactively and
consider the following questions:
• If the organization provides critical services (food, shelter,
medical care): Can it fulfill its mission at this time? Does
it need flexible funds to continue or expand operations? Is
leadership coordinating efforts with appropriate government
agencies and/or other nonprofit partners? Should existing
restricted grants be freed to allow them to focus on serving a
surge of needs?
• If the organization provides arts, culture or other
“non-critical” services: Does it have sufficient resources to
sustain payroll and real estate? Were scheduled fundraising
events canceled? Should existing grants with conditions or
programmatic restrictions be freed for use toward basic
operations?
• Can your relationship reflect a trust-based approach to grant
implementation and reporting? Instead of making nonprofit
organizations jump through hoops for funding, ask if it’s time
to provide more unrestricted funding. Can you simplify and
streamline the application, planning and reporting processes?

EXPANDING YOUR GIVING TO NEW
ORGANIZATIONS
Donors are likely receiving appeals and encountering new
opportunities for funding. During times of crisis, it’s important
to gain some understanding of the broader landscape. Consider
asking the following questions as part of a due diligence process:
• Examine the basics. Can the organization clearly state what it
is funding and how it will use resources? Does it have capacity
to take funds? Give pause to generally worded or newly formed
efforts by unknown organizations. Ensure the organization is
registered as a nonprofit entity with the relevant agency (in the
United States, as a 501c3).
• Do a quick check. Glance through annual reports and
summaries of what the organization has done before. Is the
board experienced? Does the leadership exhibit relevant
experience? Does the charity have relationships with local
government and other nonprofits? Does it have the capacity to
manage funds? The ability to assess the needs on the ground?
• Can you add flexibility? Given the urgent and unique needs
around disaster response, nonprofits need the support and
space to focus on service delivery. For organizations that meet
your requirements, set expectations but give flexible grants so
they may easily use the funds where they’re urgently needed.
Consider delaying reporting requirements, or instead have an
open discussion and set realistic expectations around how they
can report on the use of funds.

> We are making immediate
investments to help those
most affected by humanitarian
challenges, and looking into
sustainable and innovative
solutions to help small businesses
and underserved communities
recover when the crisis subsides.
Peter Scher
Head of Corporate Responsibility

• Is it a large, well-established international organization
with the existing infrastructure to deploy resources on
the ground quickly? Those that have addressed disasters
previously may be well suited today, for example, in the
developing world.

JPMorgan Chase has made a US$50 million global philanthropic commitment to address both the immediate and the longerterm challenges from the COVID-19 global pandemic, both health and economic. The initial US$15 million will provide immediate
humanitarian relief and assistance to existing nonprofit partners that are responding to the COVID-19 crisis in their communities,
including funding the provision of protective medical gear through the World Health Organization, and to food banks. It will
also support small businesses in the United States, China and Europe, working with existing partners in cities worldwide to
offer flexible capital so small businesses vulnerable to significant economic hardships can access no- or low-interest loans.
The remaining US$35 million will be deployed over time to help the most vulnerable communities and people recover and have
an opportunity to benefit from future economic growth, in areas of expertise including financial health, jobs and skills, small
business growth, underserved/underrepresented entrepreneurs and neighborhood development. The firm has also launched a
global matching program for employee donations.
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HOW DO YOU ENGAGE?
You may be drawn to global organizations or to local charities. Both have critical roles serving those in need. Whether your time horizon encompasses
immediate assistance or your gift invests in a long-term strategy, both will be vital to sustaining thriving communities. As you deepen your understanding
of the current landscape, consider contributing to the following emerging areas where resources and time will be needed:

Funding immediate needs

Partnering in long-term recovery

• The most vulnerable. Consider local community needs, such
as support for homeless shelters, children’s services, domestic
abuse and the elderly. Learn more about the most vulnerable
around the world who are disproportionately affected: refugees
and marginalized populations in developing countries.

In the throes of crisis, longer-term needs may receive less
attention, but you may want to keep several core areas in mind:

• Healthcare systems and medical supplies. Local hospitals and
clinics are experiencing a range of urgent needs, including the
collapse of supply chains for emergency equipment (ventilators
and masks, for example). Some may need help with staff support
or contingency planning.
• Food security. Consider the needs of local food banks around kitchen
continuity, delivery and meal distribution. In partnership with many
U.S. local school districts, for example, many systems are now serving
children at home who rely on school meals.
• Education. Given the transition to remote learning, understand the
needs of children and teachers around training, access to computers,
access to broadband services and other remote learning tools.
• Mental health support. Economic hardship and the shelter-inplace isolation measures mandated in many locations will take a
toll on mental health. Explore support for access to teletherapy
or similar support models, particularly for those who suffer from
substance abuse, and support for domestic violence programs
and the incarcerated.
• Business continuity and the unemployed. Consider supporting
small and medium-sized businesses through gift cards, delivery
services and continued patronage. Tap into local nonprofit
efforts to support small business and community development
finance institutions (CDFIs).
• Nonprofit volunteers. Nonprofits’ needs are changing day by
day and will continue to evolve over time. Explore support
for hiring short-term staff to replace volunteers for essential
services (such as at food distribution centers), and to implement
new safety measures and training.

• Diagnostic, vaccine, treatment research and development. Explore
opportunities to fund accelerator projects for therapeutics, vaccines,
diagnostic tools and testing facilities.
• Healthcare system emergency preparedness and training. The
healthcare systems in Asia that responded to SARS were
better equipped when faced with the COVID-19 crisis than
healthcare systems in other parts of the world. Review
organizations that focus on emergency preparedness.
• Affordable housing. Consider organizations that increase housing
availability or provide preventative support, research and data,
or that advocate for better access to housing and shelter.
• Business recovery and low- and no-interest loans. While
governments around the world work to address immediate
needs for businesses, there will be longer-term funding
opportunities to rebuild a robust economy and workforce.
• Nonprofit sustainability and general operating funds. The
nonprofits most likely to survive in tough times are those
that prepared in advance through strong board governance
and flexible resources. Invest in general operating support to
strengthen balance sheets and impact.
• Job assistance and support. Organizations that provide
workforce development training or additional skills
assessments enable workers to reengage in the job market.

> We encourage you to use this

guide to refine your intentions.
As you do, JPMorgan Chase will
be here to support you on your
philanthropic journey.
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RESOURCES

The Philanthropy Centre, J.P. Morgan Private Bank
The Philanthropy Centre at J.P. Morgan enhances philanthropic impact
globally by offering our clients and their families strategic and innovative
advice, thought leadership and learning opportunities

CDC Foundation
Center for Disaster Philanthropy
China Foundation for Poverty Alleviation
European Foundation Centre
Gates Philanthropy Partners
New Philanthropy Capital
World Health Organization Response Fund
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Key Risks
This material is for information purposes only, and may inform you of certain
products and services offered by J.P. Morgan’s wealth management businesses, part
of JPMorgan Chase & Co. (“JPM”). Please read all Important Information.
General Risks & Considerations
Any views, strategies or products discussed in this material may not be appropriate
for all individuals and are subject to risks. Investors may get back less than they
invested, and past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results.
Asset allocation/diversification does not guarantee a profit or protect against loss.
Nothing in this material should be relied upon in isolation for the purpose of making
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liability for any loss or damage (whether direct or indirect) arising out of the use of
all or any part of this material. No representation or warranty should be made with
regard to any computations, graphs, tables, diagrams or commentary in this material,
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estimates and strategies expressed in this material constitute our judgment based
on current market conditions and are subject to change without notice. JPM assumes
no duty to update any information in this material in the event that such information
changes. Views, opinions, estimates and strategies expressed herein may differ from
those expressed by other areas of JPM, views expressed for other purposes or in
other contexts, and this material should not be regarded as a research report. Any
projected results and risks are based solely on hypothetical examples cited, and actual
results and risks will vary depending on specific circumstances. Forward-looking
statements should not be considered as guarantees or predictions of future events.
Nothing in this document shall be construed as giving rise to any duty of care owed to,
or advisory relationship with, you or any third party. Nothing in this document shall
be regarded as an offer, solicitation, recommendation or advice (whether financial,
accounting, legal, tax or other) given by J.P. Morgan and/or its officers or employees,
irrespective of whether or not such communication was given at your request.
J.P. Morgan and its affiliates and employees do not provide tax, legal or accounting
advice. You should consult your own tax, legal and accounting advisors before
engaging in any financial transactions.
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CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
Conflicts of interest will arise whenever JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. or any of its
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Investment strategies are selected from both J.P. Morgan and third-party asset
managers and are subject to a review process by our manager research teams. From
this pool of strategies, our portfolio construction teams select those strategies we
believe fit our asset allocation goals and forward-looking views in order to meet the
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compliance philosophy of the firm, it is important to note that J.P. Morgan receives
more overall fees when internally managed strategies are included. We offer the
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Legal Entity, Brand & Regulatory Information
In the United States, bank deposit accounts and related services, such as checking,
savings and bank lending, are offered by JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. Member FDIC.
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. and its affiliates (collectively “JPMCB”) offer investment
products, which may include bank-managed investment accounts and custody, as part
of its trust and fiduciary services. Other investment products and services, such as
brokerage and advisory accounts, are offered through J.P. Morgan Securities LLC
(“JPMS”), a member of FINRA and SIPC. JPMCB and JPMS are affiliated companies
under the common control of JPM. Products not available in all states.
In Luxembourg, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A.
(JPMBL), with registered office at European Bank and Business Centre, 6 route de
Treves, L-2633, Senningerberg, Luxembourg. R.C.S Luxembourg B10.958. Authorized
and regulated by Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF) and jointly
supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB) and the CSSF. J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A. is authorized as a credit institution in accordance with the Law of
5th April 1993. In the United Kingdom, this material is issued by J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., London Branch. Prior to Brexit (Brexit meaning that the United
Kingdom leaves the European Union under Article 50 of the Treaty on European
Union, or, if later, loses its ability to passport financial services between the United
Kingdom and the remainder of the EEA), J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., London
Branch is subject to limited regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and the
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Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by the
Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority are available
from us on request. In the event of Brexit, in the United Kingdom, J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., London Branch is authorized by the Prudential Regulation Authority,
subject to regulation by the Financial Conduct Authority and limited regulation by
the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details about the extent of our regulation by
the Prudential Regulation Authority are available from us on request. In Spain, this
material is distributed by J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., Sucursal en España,
with registered office at Paseo de la Castellana, 31, 28046 Madrid, Spain. J.P. Morgan
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with the Kamer van Koophandel as a branch of J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A.
under registration number 71651845. In Denmark, this material is distributed
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Luxembourg S.A. with registered office at Kalvebod Brygge 39-41, 1560 København
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Secteur Financier (CSSF) and jointly supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB)
and the CSSF. J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg, Copenhagen Br, filial af J.P. Morgan
Bank Luxembourg S.A. is also subject to the supervision of Finanstilsynet (Danish
FSA) and registered with Finanstilsynet as a branch of J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg
S.A. under code 29009. In Sweden, this material is distributed by J.P. Morgan Bank
Luxembourg S.A., Stockholm Bankfilial, with registered office at Hamngatan 15,
Stockholm, 11147, Sweden. J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A., Stockholm Bankfilial is
authorized and regulated by Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier (CSSF)
and jointly supervised by the European Central Bank (ECB) and the CSSF. J.P. Morgan
Bank Luxembourg S.A., Stockholm Bankfilial is also subject to the supervision of
Finansinspektionen (Swedish FSA). Registered with Finansinspektionen as a branch
of J.P. Morgan Bank Luxembourg S.A. In France, this material is distributed by
JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. (“JPMCB”), Paris branch, which is regulated by the
French banking authorities Autorité de Contrôle Prudentiel et de Résolution and
Autorité des Marchés Financiers. In Switzerland, this material is distributed
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With respect to countries in Latin America, the distribution of this material may be
restricted in certain jurisdictions. We may offer and/or sell to you securities or other
financial instruments which may not be registered under, and are not the subject of a
public offering under, the securities or other financial regulatory laws of your home
country. Such securities or instruments are offered and/or sold to you on a private
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any securities or instruments in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or a solicitation
is unlawful. Furthermore, such securities or instruments may be subject to certain
regulatory and/or contractual restrictions on subsequent transfer by you, and you
are solely responsible for ascertaining and complying with such restrictions. To the
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in any Latin American country, without previous registration of such fund’s securities
in compliance with the laws of the corresponding jurisdiction. Public offering of any
security, including the shares of the Fund, without previous registration at Brazilian
Securities and Exchange Commission—CVM is completely prohibited. Some products
or services contained in the materials might not be currently provided by the Brazilian
and Mexican platforms.

In Hong Kong, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Hong Kong branch. JPMCB,
Hong Kong branch is regulated by the Hong Kong Monetary Authority and the
Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. In Hong Kong, we will cease to
use your personal data for our marketing purposes without charge if you so request.
In Singapore, this material is distributed by JPMCB, Singapore branch. JPMCB,
Singapore branch is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore. Dealing and
advisory services and discretionary investment management services are provided
to you by JPMCB, Hong Kong/Singapore branch (as notified to you). Banking and
custody services are provided to you by JPMCB Singapore Branch. The contents of
this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong,
Singapore or any other jurisdictions. You are advised to exercise caution in relation
to this document. If you are in any doubt about any of the contents of this document,
you should obtain independent professional advice. For materials which constitute
product advertisement under the Securities and Futures Act and the Financial
Advisers Act, this advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority
of Singapore. JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A. is a national banking association chartered
under the laws of the United States, and as a body corporate, its shareholder’s liability
is limited.

• Does not address Australian tax issues.
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238367) is regulated by the Australian Securities and Investment Commission and
the Australian Prudential Regulation Authority. Material provided by JPMCBNA in
Australia is to “wholesale clients” only. For the purposes of this paragraph the term
“wholesale client” has the meaning given in section 761G of the Corporations Act 2001
(Cth). Please inform us if you are not a Wholesale Client now or if you cease to be a
Wholesale Client at any time in the future.
JPMS is a registered foreign company (overseas) (ARBN 109293610) incorporated in
Delaware, U.S.A. Under Australian financial services licensing requirements, carrying
on a financial services business in Australia requires a financial service provider, such
as J.P. Morgan Securities LLC (JPMS), to hold an Australian Financial Services Licence
(AFSL), unless an exemption applies. JPMS is exempt from the requirement to
hold an AFSL under the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Act) in respect of financial
services it provides to you, and is regulated by the SEC, FINRA and CFTC under
U.S. laws, which differ from Australian laws. Material provided by JPMS in Australia
is to “wholesale clients” only. The information provided in this material is not intended
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This material has not been prepared specifically for Australian investors. It:
• May contain references to dollar amounts which are not Australian dollars;
• May contain financial information which is not prepared in accordance with
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• May not address risks associated with investment in foreign currency
denominated investments; and

References to “J.P. Morgan” are to JPM, its subsidiaries and affiliates worldwide.
“J.P. Morgan Private Bank” is the brand name for the private banking business
conducted by JPM. This material is intended for your personal use and should not
be circulated to or used by any other person, or duplicated for non-personal use,
without our permission. If you have any questions or no longer wish to receive these
communications, please contact your J.P. Morgan representative.
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